When attention to detail is a must, Grifform Innovations® Cover Plates of DuPont™ Corian® are determined to enhance your healthcare environment.

**CHALLENGES**
- Interesting decorative switch covers to compliment your wall cladding system.
- Full compliment of styles to meet specific requirement code compliant parts.

**SOLUTION**
- Grifform Innovations® cover plates meet all of your challenges.

**RESULTS**
- Ordered by catalog part number
- Made of DuPont™ Corian®
- Built to comply with industry standard parts.
- Over 100 color choices
- Aesthetically pleasing
- Easily maintained

**ATTRIBUTED VALUE OF THE GRIFform® COVER PLATES**
- Nonporous and does not foster growth of microorganisms
- Lower maintenance cost
- DuPont™ Corian® can help earn points for LEED program
- Easy installation
- Extended life cycle
- Class 1/A fire rated
- Available in all industry sizes
- Custom sizes and applications available
Griffform Innovations®
Cover Plates -
Determined to improve your environment.

INDEX
S= Switch   R= Round Outlet   B= Blank
D= Decora-Style (ground Fault)  O= Duplex Outlet

Griffform® offers nearly a hundred healthcare-related products. Each is designed to solve a specific challenge or problem. Of the many products we offer, pay particular attention to the Griffform Innovations® Wall Cladding. Each feature the winning combination of solid surface suitability for healthcare and Griffform® innovation.

All data given herein is believed to be accurate but is presented without guarantee or warranty.